An experimental model for the measurement of inspired gas temperatures in ventilated neonates.
To determine the inspired gas temperature at points from the endo-tracheal tube (ETT) circuit manifold to the tip of the ETT in a model neonatal lung. A model lung attached to standard ventilator circuit, autofeed chamber and humidifier was ventilated using typical pressure-limited, time cycled settings. Temperatures were measured at various distances along the ETT using a K-type thermocouple temperature probe. The inspired gas temperature dropped from the circuit temperature probe site (40 degrees C) to the proximal end of the ETT (37 degrees C). The temperature dropped further as it passed through the exposed part of the ETT (34 degrees C) but then warmed again on entering the lung model so that the inspired gas at the distal end of the ETT was 37 degrees C. Statistically significant differences were found with a one-way ANOVA P-value of <0.0001. The differences between each pair of mean temperatures were statistically significant (all P<0.001) except when comparing the proximal end of the ETT with midway down the ETT (Bonferroni's Multiple Comparison Test, P>0.05). Inspired gas temperature drops as it passes through the circuit temperature probe site, the proximal end of the ETT and the exposed part of the ETT. The inspired gas rewarms on entering the model lung and exits the ETT at the desired temperature. The effect of measuring temperature closer to the patient, setting the circuit temperature higher and/or increasing the ambient temperature through which the circuit passes, need to be evaluated.